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Spatial data analysis – borehole profiles in Recall.1
As Baker Atlas director Bill Befeld said in his introduction – ‘we’re back!’ Recall is back
with a new version (V5.0), a port to Windows and many new features – including an ODBC2
interface. This means that Recall can now be integrated into SQL-based systems and
addressed as if it were a relational database. Recall is the well log data management system of
reference for most major oil companies including ExxonMobil, Shell and BP. Recall is also
the well log data management engine inside Landmark’s PetroBank solution. Oil company
presentations from Anadarko, ENI and PetroCanada showed various Recall deployments – all
involving staging databases for QC and cleanup before loading to the Recall reference
database. Various strategies for storage of bulk data and header information are reported (in
files, or using Recall’s OFDB). The POSC Practical Well Log Standards is to see a new lease
of life as Phase II is kicked off. An invitation from OpenSpirit Corp. has been extended to the
Recall community for the development of a Recall data server.
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Company deployments
Extending Recall to core data – Mike Globe, Anadarko
Anadarko used to load data to Recall then send the original raw data (CDs etc.) to the record
center. Many data types including LAS files, CGM and PDF were ‘rogue’ data with bad
header information. Downlogs and repeat sections were absent and Recall loading was too
slow to keep up with data loaded from the vendor A2D. Anadarko has now developed an
autoloader (AL) and loads core data, wireline, production logs, LWD and mud logs into the
autoloading staging database ‘OFDB3’ before publishing to Recall. Autoload leverages the
vendor directory structure. The ID in the file header is picked up in a script and AL picks the
appropriate database destiny. Bulk data is loaded to Recall – non logs and image data loaded
as films to OFDB (bulk data stays as LIS, DLIS etc.) Inside Recall, the header is populated –
but curve is empty with just a pointer to the OFDB file. Anadarko keeps main logs,
composites, films, cores, mudlogs and production logs online. All raw logs, up and down plus
reports are stored as files in the OFBD. Users see cleaned-up version of projects via the
SuperView Recall Web Server – around 12 ‘high business value’ logs are exposed to users.
The publishing workflow requires care taken to ensure data validity. Well headers are not
always reliable – sometimes users grab data before it is cleaned up. The system also offers
contractors reference entities on the web portal front end – these can be grabbed by
contractors so they us correct tags up-front.
Q&A
How many wells on the system?
40,000, but we are migrating an extra 40,000 from the UnionPacific legacy system.
A2D log purchases add 30,000 so we will have around 100,000 by year end. A2D
header data is ‘pretty good’.
Can anyone write to the database?
Writing to the online database is tightly controlled.
But users can still access different data sets – including ‘wrong data’?
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